D
espite the progress and well-known benefits of wide-bandgap (WBG) power devices, its adoption has happened slowly for several reasons. While cost has been a major hurdle, reliability, standard qualifications, and multiple commercial sources are other impediments to its slow adoption rate. However, progress in manufacturing, cost, reliability, packaging, and standardization due to the commercial availability from multiple sources is beginning to change this scenario. Additionally, with recent support from suppliers, engineers have demonstrated the benefits of WBG power devices in a wide range of emerging applications, including some consumer products that will give silicon (Si) a run for its money.
As a result of this shift in thinking, engineers are now transitioning from an investigative and learning mode to a mode of implementation. There has been increased interest in renewable energies, smart grids, smart homes, electric vehicles (EVs) and hybrid EVs (HEVs), transportation electrification, and other developing industrial applications. Recent advances have encouraged more designers to tap into the benefits of emerging WBG power devices, i.e., Si carbide (SiC) and gallium nitride (GaN). As a result, the adoption rate for GaN-and SiCpower devices, in par ticular, continues to increase.
The first article in this issue of IEEE Power Electronics Magazine is "Wide-Bandgap Power Devices," authored by yours truly, and it discusses market reports generated by research firms such as IHS Markit Technology and Yole Développement. These reports indicate that falling prices and the commercial availability of these devices from multiple sources is further accelerating the adoption of SiC-and GaN-power devices in new applications, with some looking to replace Si in the sockets of chargers for consumer devices, e.g., smartphones, laptops, and TVs. Findings from IHS Markit Technology suggest that the global market for SiC and GaN-power semiconductors will exceed US$1 billion in the next five years, growing to approximately US$1.320 billion by the year 2022. The primary catalysts for this expected growth include dc-dc converters for an EV powertrain, onboard chargers for HEVs, as well as the prevalence of EVs.
Interestingly, Yole's analysis suggests that the market for SiC devices, which includes modules, will be nearly US$1 billion by 2022, yet they predict the market adoption of SiC-power devices will accelerate after 2020, with a 40% compound annual growth rate from 2020 to 2022.
During his keynote speech at the 2017 IEEE Workshop on Control and Modeling for Power Electronics conference in Stanford, California, Prof. Jim Plummer of Stanford University said, "Cost will always be lower for silicon, so cost-sensitive applications will continue to use silicon. Silicon isn't going away. So what are the opportunities for SiC and GaN?" He added, in conclusion, "As long as costs are significantly higher for SiC and GaN, market share will be difficult to win in existing applications. Performance/cost is critical. Cost parity with silicon will likely only be achieved with significant market penetration (scale)."
The second feature article provides a summary of a session on power devices and integration at the Future of Electronic Power Processing and Conversion Symposium that was held June 2017 in Kruger Park, South Africa. In "Outlook on Developments in Power Devices and Integration" by Eckart Hoene et al., the authors discuss recent investigations and new ideas as a basis to extrapolate future requirements for research and technology.
Next in line is "Oscilloscope Probes for Power Electronics" by Ken Johnson and David Maliniak of Teledyne LeCroy. In addition to providing reviews of four types of high-voltage probes, this article also examines why an application is suitable-or unsuitable-for these probe options.
In advantages of using film capacitors in emerging applications, e.g., EVs, alternative energy power conversion and inverters, and motor drives. Why aluminum electrolytics are still important when sheer energy storage density is the main requirement is discussed in this article.
In This Issue
In the "Happenings" column, contributing writer Tom Keim investigates the evolution of electrolytics and film capacitors, while Deepak Divan's "Entrepreneur Viewpoint" column conveys an entrepreneurial message, as the IEEE Empower a Billion Lives Competition seeks innovative solutions from budding entrepreneurs. "Patent Reviews" columnist Art MacCord says that it is time to rethink standard essential patents and the licensing of patents on a fair, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory basis.
In the "Exper t View" column, Magnus Callavik of ABB presents new methods for improving grid resilience and limiting the spread of blackouts and suggests provisions for the faster recovery of grids. His article shows that grid resiliency can be improved with the use of subtransmission high-voltage dc interties for novel emergency power control of split networks.
Reviewed in "Society News" is the 2017 IEEE Energy Conversion Congress and Exposition, which examined the electrification of aircrafts, and the IEEE International Electronics Transmission and Distribution Workshop, hosted by Aalborg University, Denmark, which focused on future energy supply. Furthermore, IEEE Chapters around the world continue to provide information on events organized in their respective regions.
Thanks to your continued support, IEEE Power Electronics Magazine is now in its fifth year and continues to grow. Even after the continuous benefits this publication has provided to the community for the past four years, we are looking for ways to serve you even better in the future. So, as always, please continue to send your ideas and suggestions. Your feedback helps make this magazine a valuable resource for practicing power electronics engineers around the world.
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